Minutes of the ACM SIGSIM Membership Meeting
2016 Winter Simulation Conference
Arlington, VA, USA
December 13, 2016, 5:30 p.m. – 6:49 p.m.
The meeting was called to order at 5:30 p.m. and conducted by Margaret Loper, Chair. Andreas Tolk,
Vice Chair, and Kara Olson, Secretary/Treasurer, were also present.

1. Welcome, SIGSIM Mission, and Agenda (Loper)
The agenda presented during the meeting is attached.
All were welcomed to the meeting. The new officers were introduced and everyone present
introduced themselves with name and affiliation.

2. PhD Colloquium Status including SIGSIM Winner (D’Ambrogio)
The slides presented during the meeting are attached.
Student Tom Warnke was present to accept the award. All of the present colloquium students were
acknowledged.

3. SIGSIM Distinguished Contributions Award (Fujimoto)
No slides were presented.
Richard Fujimoto discussed how the committee had a tough choice, as there were several good
applicants. Pierre L'Ecuyer was present to accept the award. Richard Fujimoto shared some
nominating comments and academic biographical highlights. Pierre L’Ecuyer shared some remarks,
including that he was “very honored” to receive the award, “very happy to contribute” to the ACM,
and that receiving the award gave him “a lot of energy.” He stated that the Winter Simulation
Conference is a big part of his life, having attended every year since 1984.
Margaret Loper stated that there will be a new nominating committee, consisting of Osman Balci
(Chair), David Nicol, and Pierre L’Ecuyer.

4. TOMACS (Transactions on Modeling and Computer Simulation) Report (Uhrmacher)
The slides presented during the meeting are attached.
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Adelinde Uhrmacher stated that there has been a steady inflow of papers, which is good - however,
they’ve been generally poor papers, which is not as good. She also additionally discussed the details
of the reproducibility initiative.

5. JOS (Journal of Simulation) Report (Mustafee)
The slide presented during the meeting is attached.

6. SIGSIM Website and MSKR (Modeling & Simulation Knowledge Repository) (Balci)
No slides were presented.
Osman Balci reminded everyone of the site’s presence. He solicited ideas and contributions,
especially multimedia.

7. SIGSIM Social Media Initiatives (Tufarolo)
No slides were presented.
John Tufarolo discussed the known generation gap in the SIG. He discussed retweeting tweets with a
SIGSIM social hashtag and asked for assistance with how others, including younger generations,
interact with social media. Discussion of Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and the web in general ensued
and became an open discussion.
Kara Olson inquired who is the target audience; Margaret Loper noted the intent to serve the current
members but also to introduce SIGSIM to others. Richard Nance noted that he thought the SIGSIM
site was the best of all of the SIG sites without a doubt, noting to Osman Balci that the site is very
professional and very nice, and noting to Paul Fishwick that the SIGSIM Digest is excellent. Margaret
Loper discussed various uses of Twitter, including her practice of using it as an archive tool. Tweeting
and retweeting was strongly encouraged to promote SIGSIM awareness.

8. SIGSIM Digest (Fishwick)
The slide presented during the meeting is attached.
Margaret Loper discussed her and Paul Fishwick experimenting with sending the SIGSIM Digest to all
SIGSIM mailing list subscribers. Paul Fishwick described the current Digest as an image blog.
Welcome was given to any editors or contributors.
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9. Budget and Finances (Olson)
The slides presented during the meeting are attached.
It was noted that most of SIGSIM’s funding comes from revenue from the ACM Digital Library; Richard
Nance opened a discussion on the topic, mentioning the Digital Library versus, for example,
ResearchGate, cautioning that such other platforms could affect the Digital Library revenue over time.
Navonil Mustafee mentioned that at many universities in the United Kingdom, it is mandatory to
upload a version of one’s manuscripts for free access. Andreas Tolk indicated that such a
conversation has already been started, and also noted that with ResearchGate, for example, one
never knows quite what one's downloading - sometimes the papers are pre-prints and not accurate to
cite.

10. SIGSIM-PADS Conference 2017 (Cai)
The slides presented during the meeting are attached.
Wentong Cai noted that the Ph.D. colloquium was scheduled for the first morning of the conference
so that students wouldn’t have to allot an additional day for their likely-international travel.
Margaret Loper solicited for Chairs, locations, and hosting for PADS 2018, noting that 18 months
passes quickly.

11. Simulation Archives (Nance)
The slide presented during the meeting is attached.
Regarding Simula67, Richard Nance noted that it was the first object-oriented language;
unfortunately, its pioneers, Ole-Johan Dahl and Kristen Nygaard, died within two months of each
other, before their recollections could be recorded for the Simulation Archives. The Archives are
hoping to capture the recollections of others that were immediately close to Dahl and Nygaard while
they can.
It was pointed out that the Archives are an excellent place to begin a Ph.D. literature review.
Andreas Tolk recommended that SIGSIM continue its annual $5,000 endowment to the archive. The
motion was seconded and easily carried. SIGSIM was thanked for its continuing support.

12. SIGSIM Student Travel Awards (Bell)
The slides presented during the meeting are attached.
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Discussion was opened regarding how to solicit more applications. It was noted that many
applications are from within the modeling and simulation community, and was questioned whether
more effort should go toward bringing in others from outside the community. Andreas Tolk thought
the students should be ACM members. Colloquium participant Christina Ruiz Martin contributed that
it was hard to find information about student support on the conference web page, and the
information she did find didn’t seem up-to-date. David Bell replied that the information online was
intended to be general rather than date-specific. Christina Ruiz Martin proposed advertising student
support as part of the call for papers, which was well-received. Andreas Tolk suggested a link could be
added specifically for student opportunities for each conference. Robert Sargent suggested that
SIGSIM consider giving a student membership to all applicants regardless of selection, increasing both
SIGSIM visibility and membership.

13. General Discussion and New Business (Loper)
No slides were presented.
Margaret Loper felt there should be more ACM Fellows from the SIGSIM community, noting that
Fellows cannot nominate themselves. She suggested that she and Osman Balci take on any work
involved with nominating such fellows, Osman since he was familiar with award packages. She
pointed out and discussed the Fellows present, and encouraged people to make recommendations to
her or Osman.
John Tufarolo asked if SIGSIM could somehow contribute money to the 50th Anniversary of
WinterSim, perhaps for a special event, indicating he did not have anything in particular in mind.
Robert Sargent indicated that Ernie Page (not present) had some ideas if the notion was welcomed.
Membership was discussed, including general retention and student retention. Andreas Tolk pointed
out that while SIGSIM doesn’t need additional funding per se, having a large membership increases
the strength and power of the SIG with sponsors, corporations, the other SIGs, and ACM - “we’re
small.” It was suggested to perhaps have a sign-up/information booth for a visible presence at
relevant conferences - for example, though SIGSIM is a 25% sponsor of WinterSim, where could one
sign up to become a member or learn more about SIGSIM [here]? It was also suggested that perhaps
for 100% SIGSIM-sponsored conferences, attendees could receive a one-year membership. Richard
Fujimoto said this was already in place; this was slated to be verified.
David Bell suggested that perhaps a certain number of “gift” memberships could be given to vendors
to give to their technical staff, perhaps encouraging “alternative communities.” John Tufarolo noted
that this could decrease WInterSim registration fees, which could adversely affect more than just
SIGSIM. It was also suggested that perhaps there could be a lifetime membership option so that
members aren’t lost; it was noted that ACM has such an option, but it was unclear whether (just)
SIGSIM could have such an option.
Margaret Loper indicated an interest in increasing diversity with SIGSIM. She also discussed
educational programs, how SIGSIM might contribute to how to teach modeling and simulation in high
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schools, “reaching back,” and workforce development. David Bell mentioned that the United
Kingdom has a royal society specifically to promote Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) in high school.
With no further business cited, the meeting was motioned to adjourn and seconded at 6:49 p.m.

Minutes taken by Kara Olson
December 29, 2016

28 members and 10 additional participants in attendance
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